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ABSTRACT

Polymeric composites reinforced with natural fibers have raised more attention as the
alternative building materials. In this work, natural fiber composites prepared from jute
and hemp fiber were proposed for the intermediate layer of a hybrid sandwich panel. This
paper presented the flexural behavior of the newly developed hybrid sandwich panel
which included the comparison of the ultimate load, load-deflection behavior, load-strain
behavior and failure modes. The study was designed as a single factor experiment where
the performance of hybrid sandwich panels containing jute fiber composite (JFC) and
hemp fiber composite (HFC) as the intermediate layer was compared to the control (CTR)
which was a conventional sandwich panel without an intermediate layer. A static flexural
test under a four-point bending load scheme was performed in accordance with the ASTM
C 393-00 standard. Aluminium sheet was used as the skins, while expanded polystyrene
(EPS) was employed for the core. The testing was performed using a 100 kN servohydraulic machine with a loading rate of 5 mm/min. The applied load, displacement and
strains were obtained using data logger. The results demonstrated that the hybrid
sandwich panel exhibited a more superior performance than the conventional sandwich
panels. The intermediate layer contributed significantly to enhancing the load carrying
capacity of the hybrid sandwich panel. The load carrying capacity of hybrid panel with
the JFC intermediate layer was 29.60% higher than the conventional sandwich panel, and
correspondingly 93.46% higher for the sandwich panel with the HFC intermediate layer.
The hybrid sandwich panels also developed a much larger area under the load-deflection
curve, indicating greater toughness. The introduction of intermediate layer helped the
hybrid sandwich panels to sustain a larger strain prior to reach their ultimate loads,
resulting in a higher deformation capability. Indentation and core shear were observed as
the failure mode of the conventional sandwich panel. Meanwhile, core shear and
delamination were identified as the failure mode of the hybrid sandwich panel.
Keywords: Natural fibre composites; sandwich panel; hybrid; flexural behavior.
INTRODUCTION
The conventional form of sandwich structure consists of two face layers separated by a
core material. The faces usually consist of thin and high performing material, such as
composite laminates made from carbon or glass fibres, while the core material is a low
density with relatively low performing material which results in highly specific
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mechanical properties of the panel under loadings. The choice of constituent materials
depends mainly on the specific application and design criteria of the sandwich panel
products [1]. The most outstanding benefit of this type of composite structure is its high
strength and stiffness to weight ratio [2-8]. On the other hand, this typical structure also
has a few drawbacks; they suffer from strong stress concentration at the interfaces
between the face sheets, the weak adhesive layer, and the core, as a consequence of the
distinctly different properties of these materials in contact [9]. The layered configuration
of the sandwich panel, the considerable differences in the elastic properties between the
face-sheets and the core, and the manufacturing process make the panel susceptible to
defects in the form of debonding between the face-sheets and the core [4]. A lot of
research work has been done on improving the properties of sandwich panel composites
[10-24]. The enhancement efforts were done by either improving the skin or core
properties or even introducing a new element inside to form a hybrid sandwich structure.
The first category is the enhancement of face sheet materials which has been extensively
investigated by many researchers [10-15]. The most important attempt is the introduction
of fibre composites skin, which has a major impact on the use of sandwich panel
composite. Some enhancements in this area have been the development of a glass fibrereinforced polymer face sheets [15] and the introduction of corrugated skins. In the
second category, extensive works have been carried out on dealing with the issue of
enhancing the properties of core materials. Included in this category is the sandwich panel
with irregular arrangement of fibrous core [3], the sandwich panel with Kagome lattice
cores reinforced by carbon fibres [16], and also the sandwich panel with a honeycomb
core [17-21]. In the third category, a few studies have also been carried out on introducing
a new element to improve the properties of composite sandwich panel such as sandwich
panel with additional sheets inserted within the core [25], and more recently, insulated
concrete sandwich wall panel reinforced with glass fiber reinforced polymer as the shear
connector [26]. Furthermore, sandwich panel with intermediate layers inserted between
the face sheets and the core developed by Mamalis et al. [27] provided a more practicable
choice. The reason for the additional layer is obvious in that it reduces the mismatch
between stress levels and material functionality.
The work reported in this paper is actually an extended investigation of the above
reported research [27], where natural fiber composite (NFC) laminates prepared from jute
and hemp fiber reinforced epoxy resin were proposed for the intermediate layer. One of
the current research trends in this field is the application of natural fiber composites for
structural application such as a sandwich structure. In a recent study, a sandwich structure
composite was developed using bamboo reinforced epoxy [28]. In addition, the feasibility
of natural fiber composite material for engineering application has been studied
extensively [29]. The main concept proposed in this work was using natural fiber
composite laminates as the intermediate layer between aluminium skins and expanded
polystyrene core to produce a hybrid composite sandwich panel. This new structure is a
combination of two components; composite sandwich panel with aluminium skins and
EPS foam core as an integrated sandwich structure and intermediate layer laminates made
of NFCs, resulting in a hybrid composite structure. The natural fiber composites
employed for the intermediate layer in this work were prepared from epoxy polymer
matrix reinforced with jute and hemp fiber. It is worth noting that using thermoset resin
such as epoxy and polyester is strongly recommended as the matrix in developing natural
fiber composites for structural applications [30]. Research into the feasibility of
reinforcing epoxy or polyester with natural fibers has been reported in several literature
[31-34]. A comprehensive theoretical framework for the new sandwich structure panel
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developed in this research under flexural loading was thoroughly discussed [35], while
the statistical analysis of the flexural test was reported earlier [36]. More recently, a
statistical analysis of the in-plane shear behaviour of the newly developed panel was also
reported [37]. The aim of this paper was to investigate the structural behaviour of the
newly developed hybrid panel under flexural loading which included the comparison of
the ultimate load, load-deflection behaviour, load-strain behaviour and failure modes. The
paper was also trying to compare the performance of hybrid sandwich panel with the
conventional sandwich panel without an intermediate layer.
EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
Sample Preparations
Sandwich panel specimens were manually prepared using a pressing system. All
constituent parts were cut into the same length and width and glued together using
structural grade adhesive and placed in the pressure system. A torque wrench tool was
used when tightening up all the bolts to ensure uniform pressure given to the samples. The
samples were cut and shaped into a span length of 450 mm and the size of 550 × 50 × 22
mm for length, width and thickness, respectively. The characteristics of Aluminium skin
and EPS core used in this research are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Properties of skin and core materials.
Skin: Aluminium 5005 H34
Density (ρ)
: 2700
kg/m3
Modulus Elasticity (E) : 68.2 GPa
Poisson ratio
: 0.33
Shear modulus
Shear strength
Ultimate tensile
strength
Yield tensile strength

: 25.9 GPa
: 96.5 MPa
: 159 MPa

Grade

Core: Isolite® EPS
: VH (Very High)

Density (ρ)
Modulus Elasticity
(E)
Poisson ratio
Flexural strength
Shear stress

: 28 kg/m3
: 7250 kPa (7.25
MPa)
: 0.35
: 337 kPa
: 240 kPa

: 138 MPa

The skin was made of aluminium 5005 H34 sheet produced by Austral Wright
Metals. Aluminium 5005 is a lean aluminium magnesium alloy, and contains nominally
0.8% magnesium which can be hardened by cold work. It has medium strength, good
weldability, and good corrosion resistance. It also has excellent thermal conductivity and
low density. An expanded polystyrene (EPS) was used for the core of this hybrid sandwich
panel. The commercial name of this EPS core is Isolite®, which is a brand name of RMAX
block moulded flame retardant modified grade of expanded polystyrene. It is a closed cell,
resilient, lightweight rigid cellular plastic material. For the intermediate layer, jute fiber
composite (JFC) and hemp fiber composite (HFC) laminates were used with the thickness
of 3 mm. The laminates were prepared with jute and hemp fiber reinforced epoxy. The jute
fibres (Hessian jute) were available in a continuous roll and seemed like the most readily
available natural fibres in the current market. The fibres used in this research were
chemically treated prior to further process for NFC laminates fabrication using alkali
treatment. A vacuum bagging process was used for preparing the natural fibre laminates,
which is a process that combines the manual method of using hand-layup or spray-up on
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the open mould to produce a laminated component followed by a vacuum process after
covering the laminates using polymeric sheet. The mechanical properties of the
intermediate layers are presented in Table 2. The thickness of EPS core for control level
(CTR) was 21 mm and 15 mm for the other two levels to maintain a constant overall
thickness of 22 mm for the specimen. As required by the standard, the test specimen shall
be rectangular in the cross section. The depth of specimen shall be equal to the thickness
of the sandwich construction and the width shall be not less than twice the total thickness.
The specimen length shall be equal to the span length plus 50 mm or plus one half of the
sandwich thickness, whichever is the greater. The thickness of skin and core were
estimated as recommended by Zenkert [2], where the core/face thickness is commonly in
the regime of 10 to 50. The thickness of the EPS core used in this work was approximately
42 times the thickness of the skins. The face/core modulus ratio may also be used for
determining the thickness, which is between 50 and 1000 [2]. Each level was replicated 4
times; hence the total of samples tested was 12 samples. The arrangement of the flexural
test is shown in Table 3.
Table 2. Properties of intermediate layer.
Mechanical properties
Modulus Elasticity (E)
Poisson ratio
Tensile strength
Shear strength
Flexural strength
Compressive strength

Jute fiber composite
(JFC)
: 4502 MPa
: 0.361
: 42.44 MPa
: 27.7 MPa
: 56.23 MPa
: 57.26 MPa

Hemp fiber composite
(HFC)
: 3048 MPa
: 0.391
: 31.37 MPa
: 23,45 MPa
: 51.7 MPa
: 31.69 MPa

Table 3. Experimental arrangements for flexural testing.
Samples
Code
CTR
JFC
HFC

Skin
Thickness
Material
(mm)
Aluminium
0.5
Aluminium
0.5
Aluminium
0.5

Intermediate layer
Core
Thickness
Thickness
Material
Material
(mm)
(mm)
None
None
EPS
21
JFC
3
EPS
15
HFC
3
EPS
15
Total

Number
of
sample
4
4
4
12

Experimental Procedure
The static flexural test of the hybrid composite sandwich panel was conducted in
accordance with the ASTM C 393-00 standard [38] which is a standard test method for
the flexural properties of sandwich constructions. This test method covers the
determination of the properties of the flat sandwich constructions subjected to a flatwise
flexure in such manner that the applied moments produce a curvature of the sandwich
facing planes. The load was applied at 1/3 and 2/3 of the span length. The four-point
bending test is preferred as it has the advantage of uniform tensile or compressive stresses
with zero shear which are produced over the area between the loading points, not just
under the loading point as in the three-point bending test [39, 40]. Thus, within the central
section, more of the material is stressed to the same amount in four-point loading than in
central loading and failure due to moments will begin at the weakest point [41]. The
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schematic illustration of the flexural test and the cross section view of the samples are
given in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The schematic illustration of flexural test and cross section view of the
sample.

Figure 2. The actual set up of flexural test. (A) MTS testing machine connected to
System 5000 data logger for strain and displacement recording, (B) Front view of the
testing set-up, (C) Produced samples prior to be tested.
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The actual set up of the test is given in Figure 2. The testing was performed using
a 100 kN servo-hydraulic machine with a loading rate of 5 mm/min. The loading pins and
the supports had a diameter of 20 mm. In order to prevent the existence of early failure, a
steel plate was placed between the specimen and loading point and also between the
specimen and support. Strain gauges were attached at the bottom surface and the middle
top of specimens for recording the longitudinal strain. The applied load, displacement and
strains were obtained using a System 5000 data logger. Prior to each run of the testing,
the loading pins were set up to nearly touch the top surface of the specimen and the
machine then was re-set to the default position. The test was terminated after a visible
collapse mechanism was encountered or the specimen was undergoing a large
displacement but could not carry any increased load.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Comparison of Ultimate Load
Figure 3 shows the average maximum load carrying capacity and deflection against the
type of intermediate layer of the sandwich panels. The average ultimate load for sandwich
panels with JFC and HFC intermediate layer was 396.55 N and 591.5 N, respectively. On
the other hand, the average ultimate load of sandwich panel without the intermediate layer
was 305.75 N. The results indicated that the load carrying capacity of the hybrid sandwich
panel with JFC intermediate layer was 29.6% higher than that of the conventional
sandwich panel and approximately 93.46 % higher with HFC intermediate layer. The
difference in load carrying capacity between the two hybrid sandwich panels was 49.27%
in which the load carrying capacity of the hybrid sandwich panel with HFC intermediate
layer was higher than those with JFC intermediate layer.

Figure 3. The average maximum load carrying capacity and deflection against the type
of intermediate layer.
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It can also be observed from this figure that the sandwich panel without
intermediate layer (CTR) and hybrid sandwich panel with the HFC intermediate layer had
higher stiffness than the hybrid sandwich panel with the JFC intermediate layer. The JFC
samples reached the maximum load with a large deflection, while HFC and CTR samples
reached the corresponding values with a fairly small deflection. The results also confirmed
the previous finding which stated that hybrid sandwich panel with intermediate layer was
superior than an aluminium equivalent structure and sandwich panels that consisted of
skins and core only [27]. The failure of sandwich panel can be caused by various
mechanisms within the constituent materials [2, 42]. If a low density foam core is used in
a sandwich panel, it is very likely that they will fail either due to indentation or core shear
[27]. Such mechanisms were clearly observed within the CTR specimens, especially the
indentation failure. All hybrid sandwich panels collapsed under either shear core or
delamination at the interface of the core and intermediate layer. It seemed that the existence
of intermediate layer within the sandwich structure had prevented an early failure
mechanism such as face wrinkling and indentation. Similar findings have been reported
previously which stated that sandwich panels with a soft core were quite vulnerable to
inwards wrinkling of the compression skin which resulted in a lower ultimate strength
[43].
Comparison of Load-deflection Behaviour
For comparison purposes, one specimen from each category was selected for a
representation of the load-deflection curve. A specimen labelled as CTR-SP-3 was chosen
for the depiction of specimens in the CTR category while JFC-SP-1 and HFC-SP-1 were
selected for the JFC and HFC category, respectively. It is very apparent in Figure 4 that
the introduction of intermediate layer in sandwich panels, which are represented by JFC
and HFC curves, has substantially enhanced the load carrying capacity of the sandwich
panels. The load-deflection graph of CTR showed that the specimen had a typical ductile
material. The curve did not show a distinct yield point prior to reaching failure, but then
decreased sharply at the end of the plastic region due to a failure initiation in the specimens.
It seemed that the failure occurred in a form of sudden cracking of the core due to shear
propagation. The graphs consisted of an initial linear part followed by a non-linear portion.
Likewise to the configuration of load-deflection curves for CTR specimen, the curve for
JFC specimen also showed a typical true ductile behaviour in which there was no sharp
drop in the load. The graph was initiated by a linear portion up to the load of approximately
150 N, then deviated gradually until reaching the ultimate loads. After reaching the
ultimate value, the load decreased gradually as the deflection increased until the testing
was automatically terminated by the testing machine. In general, the sandwich panel with
HFC intermediate layer demonstrated a ductile behaviour up to the ultimate load and then
collapsed in a brittle manner. The graph departed with a linear portion, then gradually
diverged until the ultimate load was reached. There was an abrupt drop in the load carrying
capacity at the point of the ultimate load. Likewise to the previous two graphs, it was also
difficult to distinguish a yield point. The graphs just deviated steadily from the departing
point until reaching the ultimate load. It was assumed that there was a sudden crack at the
core at the initial stage of failure mechanism, followed by delamination between the core
and intermediate layer. Furthermore, the initial part of the three graph was quite linear
which had arisen from the linear elastic deformation of the cell structures. In the sandwich
with foam core, the slope of load-deflection curve will change as the cell began to rupture
due to stretching and beyond that point, the foam almost uncontrollably deformed and
finally collapsed at the maximum load [44].
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Figure 4. Load-deflection graphs of representative specimens for CTR, JFC and HFC
groups.
It is also clearly seen in this figure that the introduction of intermediate layer had
created more ductile sandwich panels compared to the conventional form of sandwich
panels. Structures made from ductile material can avoid a catastrophic failure [45] and are
more desirable for public infrastructures. The two hybrid sandwich panels with natural
fiber composites intermediate layer had shown excellent strength and stiffness, though
there had been some concerns about the stiffness of the hybrid sandwich panels with the
JFC intermediate layer. Theoretically, the JFC specimens should be stiffer than CTR
specimens. However, the existence of a debonding mechanism within JFC specimens had
reduced the stiffness of the JFC hybrid panels. The early separation of the intermediate
layer and the EPS core was resulted from the low bond strength of the two adjacent
materials. Such failure mechanism was also reported previously for the sandwich
structure with EPS and XPS foam core [26]. Furthermore, the theoretical concept of
sandwich panel was developed based on the assumption that the cross-sections are plane
and perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the unloaded beam [2, 46]. During the initial
stage of the test, the CTR and HFC specimens remained plane and failed due to the
initiation of shear cracking so that they followed the assumption made for the theoretical
framework. Meanwhile, the JFC specimens did not follow this as the collapsed
mechanism initiated was a debonding mechanism, such as reported in Reference [26], so
that the cross section did not remain plane when bending took place. In short, it can be
inferred that debonding mechanism is also an important aspect when further developing
this new hybrid panel in the future. If the early debonding mechanism within JFC panels
can be prevented, it must be stiffer than the panel without the intermediate layer. In
addition, a sudden drop at the ultimate load for the hybrid sandwich panels with HFC
intermediate layer is not desirable for an earthquake resistant structure.
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Comparison of Load-strain Behaviour
The typical load-strain relationship of the sandwich panels tested in this research is shown
in Figure 5. The strain gauges were attached in the middle of the top and bottom surface
of the sandwich panel beams to measure the longitudinal strain. As expected, the loadstrain curves presented a non-linear evolution of strain at the compression and tension
side of the specimens. The load-strain evolution may be expected based on the behavior
of the individual constituent materials comprising a sandwich structure [47]. The
aluminium skin and EPS core used in this research were ductile in nature and typically
respond in a non-linear fashion.

Figure 5. Comparison of load-strain relationship for the representative samples of CTR,
JFC and HFC groups
It is clearly demonstrated in the figure that the recorded strain of hybrid sandwich
panels with JFC and HFC intermediate layer are higher than the conventional sandwich
panels (CTR). This meant that the deformation capability of the hybrid sandwich panel
was notably higher than the conventional sandwich panel with the intermediate layer. The
curve for each specimen category suggested that the longitudinal strains at the top
(compression) and the bottom (tension) surfaces increased linearly with the load only at
the very early region at the load, about 50 N to 100 N. Beyond this particular point, both
sides of the curves started to deviate differently until they reached their ultimate loads.
This finding verified an experimental and finite element work reported previously which
demonstrated that strain in the skins deviated from linearity after the initiation of the first
failure mechanism and that these deviations were different for the two skins of a sandwich
beam [48]. The curves for the hybrid sandwich panels showed better ductile behaviour in
which no distinct yield point was observed prior to the point of the ultimate load. The
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curve for CTR specimen showed a linear elastic behaviour up to the load of approximately
80 N and started to initiate plastic region beyond this point. The strain at this point was
almost comparable for both compression and tension sides, which was approximately 100
microstrains. The specimen failed at a load of around 330 N corresponding to a
compression strain of 480 microstrains and 540 microstrains for the tension side. This
meant that the skin behaved slightly stiffer in compression than in tension. As discussed
earlier, the CTR specimen failed at only 480 microstrains in the compression side. This
value was only about 20% of the compression strain of JFC specimen (2350 microstrains)
and 26% of strain at the HFC specimen (1850 microstrains). This also indicated that for
the conventional sandwich panel (CTR), the aluminium skin was not optimally utilized
due to the prematurely failure of the sandwich panel under shear or skin buckling. The
CTR specimen collapsed at an applied load of 330 N which corresponded to a facing
stress of 41.2 MPa, which was significantly lower than the yield tensile strength of
Aluminium 5005 H34 (138 MPa). There was also evidence that the strain at the skin of
the CTR specimen decreased in a significant amount after reaching the peak load. The
strain of CTR decreased to 260 microstrains for the compression side and 240
microstrains for the tension side after reaching its peak load.
The JFC specimen failed at a load of around 420 N or a facing stress of 46.68 MPa
corresponding to the 1900 microstrains at the tension side and 2350 microstrains at the
compression side, which meant that the skin behaved reasonably stiffer in the tension side
than in compression. The large difference of strain at the tension and compression side
also indicated that after a certain load, approximately at 250 N, the beam did not follow
the theoretical assumption [2, 46], where the beam sections should remain plane during
the flexural loading. Furthermore, the incomparable strains at both sides of the JFC
specimen suggested that there was something happening along the longitudinal axis of
the specimen which was most likely a delamination process at the interface of the adjacent
constituent materials due to the loss of bonding strength. Such mechanism had allowed
the compression side to deform larger than at the tension side. This phenomenon
explained clearly why the load carrying capacity of the JFC sample was substantially
lower than the HFC specimen. The curve for JFC specimen was linear at the initial portion
up to the load of about 100 N and started to move away, forming a non-linearity beyond
this point. The strain at this point was 300 microstrains for the tension and 350
microstrains for the compression side. Unlike the two previous sample categories, the
representative specimen for HFC group failed at almost a comparable strain for both
compression and tension, which was 1750 microstrains for the bottom surface (tension),
and 1850 microstrains for the top surface (compression) side. These strains corresponded
to the load of approximately 640 N or a facing stress of 65.9 MPa. The curve also showed
an initial linear portion of up to the load at 100 N, in which the curve started to deviate,
forming a plastic region.
Considering the typical failure for the conventional sandwich panel which was a
shear failure of the core as commonly observed for the sandwich structure [2, 42], the
behaviour can be explained that once the failure occurred within the specimen, the
aluminium skins tried to return to its original length as the deformation was still in the
range of its elastic region but the strains never returned to zero. This situation was actually
not caused by a permanent set already established within the aluminium skin. It was most
likely that the trace of EPS core prevented the beam from returning to its original shape.
The maximum facing strength of all tested specimens never exceeded the yield tensile
strength of the aluminium skins. A similar situation was also clearly noticed in the hybrid
sandwich panel where the strains also never returned to zero. In the case of the hybrid
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sandwich panel, however, such condition was not only affected by the trace of the EPS
core but also due to a permanent set already established within the intermediate layers.
The maximum recorded ultimate load of JFC and HFC specimens was 420 N and 640 N,
respectively. These ultimate loads were comparable to a facing stress of 46.68 MPa for
JFC and 65.87 MPa for HFC. Based on the coupon test of the two intermediate layers,
the maximum tensile strength of JFC and HFC was 42.44 MPa and 31.37 MPa,
respectively. It was noticeably observed that the maximum strength at the outermost part
of the sandwich structure exceeded the yield tensile strength of the intermediate layer.
This meant that both intermediate layers had already stretched beyond their linear elastic
capacity and a permanent set had already been established. The stress evolution in the
alumnium skin was possibly still within its linear capacity and might return to its original
shape, but as the skins were perfectly bonded to the intermediate layer, the recorded
strains never returned to zero. Overall, the higher deformation capability of hybrid
sandwich panels shown by their load-strain curves was attributed to the presence of
intermediate layer, which prevented the compression buckling or wrinkling of the
aluminium skins as indicated by a previous reported research [27].
Comparison of failure mode
Figure 6 (A) shows the typical failure modes of the conventional panels (CTR). There
were two types of failure mechanism that were observed for CTR specimens. The first
was a shear failure of the core that began as a debonding at the interface of the skin and
core near the loading point towards the edge. At the point where the bond strength of the
skin-core was higher than the shear strength of the core, the core shear failure started as
individual cracks tilted at about 450 to the neutral axis. More dispersed cracks diagonally
appeared towards the bottom part as the loading increased. With the continued loading,
the cracks propagated continuously along the bottom part and terminated at the roller.
Such failure mechanisms were also reported previously [39]. The second was an
indentation failure of the specimen around the loading point. Two rectangular plates were
placed between the loading point and the top surface of the specimens to avoid early
indentation failure. However, it was difficult to reach a perfectly balanced position of the
loading roller at the plate, resulting in an unbalanced loading transferred from the plate to
the specimen. This observed fact triggered an indentation failure at the top surface of the
specimen at the edge of the plate. Indentation began with the deformation of the skin
which followed the plate’s edge profile. It seemed that the use of a thin aluminium skin
with the thickness of only 0.5 mm had triggered this type of failure mechanism. In the
case of the sandwich beam, indentation failure commonly occurs under the loading point
where significant local deformation takes places of the loaded skins into the core,
resulting in high local stress concentrations [42].
The failure of hybrid sandwich panels with the JFC intermediate layer is shown in
Figure 6 (B). It can be observed that the debonding at the interface of the intermediate
layer-core was the only observed failure mode for this sample category and accordingly,
the load-deflection curves for this sample category were similar. The failure mechanism
might be explained as follows. As the flexural loads were applied and increased
continuously, the bottom part of the specimen stretched and conversely, the upper part
compressed. Accordingly, the foam core behaved in the same manner as the deflection
increased gradually. It was most likely that the debonding mechanism began when the
compression stress at the upper intermediate layer and core interface exceeded its bond
strength. The figure also clearly shows that there was no trace of EPS foam on the
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debonded interface, indicating poor bond strength between the core and the intermediate
layer.

Figure 6. Failure mechanisms of (A) CTR samples, (B) JFC samples, and (C) HFC
samples
There were two different types of failure mechanisms for hybrid sandwich panels
with the HFC intermediate layer; debonding of the core-intermediate layer and shear
failure of the core. Similar to the shear failure of the conventional sandwich panels, the
failure mechanism began with a minor crack near the edge of the plate under the loading
point. The cracks then propagated towards the bottom intermediate layer at an angle of
approximately 450 to the longitudinal axis. As the load increased, the bottom end of the
diagonal cracks became larger, triggering a delamination between the core and
intermediate layer. It seemed that the core’s shear failure would take place if the bond at
the interface of the core-intermediate layer had an adequate strength to sustain more loads.
Meanwhile, debonding or delamination mechanism was established if the bond strength
was reasonably lower. The failure modes for hybrid sandwich panels with HFC
intermediate layer are shown in Figure 6 (C). All failure mechanisms observed in this
experimental work were similar to a previous study reported by Gdoutos and Daniel [49].
It was also clearly demonstrated that the core shear failure existed in both conventional
and hybrid sandwich panel. This confirmed the previous finding which stated that core
failure due to shear is a common failure mode in a sandwich structure [2, 42].
CONCLUSIONS
The results of the experimental investigation demonstrated that hybrid sandwich panel
exhibited a superior performance compared to the conventional sandwich panels. The
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intermediate layer contributed significantly to enhancing the load carrying capacity of the
hybrid sandwich panel developed in this study. More specific findings are outlined as
follows.
i). The load carrying capacity of hybrid sandwich panel with JFC intermediate layer
was 29.60% higher than the conventional sandwich panel and correspondingly
93.46% higher for the sandwich panel with HFC intermediate layer. Also, hybrid
sandwich panels developed a much larger area under the load-deflection curve than
those of the conventional sandwich panels, indicating their greater toughness.
ii). The introduction of intermediate layer helped the hybrid sandwich panels to sustain
larger strain prior to reaching their ultimate loads, resulting in higher deformation
capability than the conventional sandwich panel. The intermediate layer also
prevented the sandwich panel to prematurely fail under buckling or indentation.
iii). Indentation and core shear were observed as the failure mode of the conventional
sandwich panel. Meanwhile, core failure due to shear and delamination at the
interface of the intermediate layer and the core were identified as the failure modes
of the hybrid sandwich panel.
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